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Introduction
In May 2009, the United States President ordered a 60-day cyberspace policy review.  The project 

was headed up by Melissa Hathaway1. The subsequent Report identified the need and called for 

trustworthy and dependable computing infrastructure2.  The Report has been a catalyst for wide 

ranging cyber security initiatives in the USA, including the January 2011 Department of Homeland 

Security Broad Agency Announcement.  Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure 

Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) is a direct response to that call. 

In this paper, we begin by introducing the reader to TruSIP proposal, and briefly summarise the 

important open security issues TruSIP can address.  We then orientate the reader to Smart Grids and 

their particular security needs as identified in the most recent authoritative publications by the United 

States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the European Commission (EC).  We 

discuss how TruSIP can address those needs.

To our knowledge the TruSIP proposal has no known competitor.  We differentiate TruSIP from other 

major cloud and Smart Grid initiatives in Part 9. 
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1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melissa_Hathaway 

2 USOWH. Cyberspace policy review: Assuring a trusted and resilient information and 

communications infrastructure (may 26, 2009). United States, Office of the White House. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/Cyberspace_Policy_Review_final.pdf 
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TruSIP is a proposed secure computing platform designed for universal application.  By universal we 

mean suitable for a wide range of applications and devices, ‘including but not limited to’ both public 

and private clouds.  The expected universal benefits of cloud computing solutions are well 

documented, with the Nov. 2009 ENISA report 3 being one of the most authoritative and 

comprehensive on the subject.  

The important potential benefits of applying high-availability cloud solutions to high-availability Smart 

Grids is also well established, with several groups in the US and the EU looking to leverage synergies: 

for example see IBM 4, Verizon 5, and also 6. 

Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) 

proposal addresses the identified security concerns that currently hinder the take up of 

public cloud computing (such as insider attacks and inadequate controls of sensitive data) in a 

manner that simultaneously addresses the hard identified security requirements of 

industrial control systems (ICS), such as Smart Grids.  The proposed TruSIP architecture will be 

deployable in a wide range of devices, including smart cards and sensor devices, making it an 

excellent candidate for deployment throughout Smart Grids. 

This document serves the purpose of being a general case use example for the TruSIP, namely the 

application potential for TruSIP throughout Smart Grids. !We indicate how and why TruSIP will 

uniquely meet the harder security requirements that NIST identify as being present throughout the 

Smart Grid ecosystem.  Meeting these requirements will help organisations satisfy the current (2010) 

high-level EC security recommendations for Smart Grids.

General features of the TruSIP design are listed on page 9. !EC published Smart Grid security 

requirements are referenced on page 28.  NIST published Smart Grid security requirements are listed 

on page 29 and a list of hard security controls that TruSIP specifically addresses can be found on 

page 30. 

We will outline two partially overlapping sets of NIST identified Smart Grid security requirements.  The 

first set responds to the security requirements of industrial control systems, and power grids; 

requirements such as operational safety, service availability, intrusion resistance, configuration 

correctness and data integrity.  The second set responds to the security requirements of the smart-

grid information processing systems, issues such as data privacy (over and above confidentiality), 

access controls and integrity.  We extensively quote two authoritative NIST publications to outline the 

significance of these two sets of requirements. 

We will outline how our single proposed TruSIP architecture can comprehensively deliver the identified 

confidentiality, integrity, availability and malware/intrusion resistance properties that are required to 

meet the internationally accepted safety and security control needs of both the industrial control and 

information processing communities.  As previously stated, the proposed TruSIP architecture will be 

deployable in a wide range of devices making it ideal for use throughout a Smart Grid, including in the 

low cost smart meters themselves. 
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3 Catteddu, D., and Hogben, G. Cloud Computing - Benefits, Risks and Recommendations for 

Information Security. Report, European Network and Information Security Agency, Nov. 2009. 

http://www.enisa.europa.eu/act/rm/files/deliverables/cloud-computing-risk-assessment

4 http://www.tclouds-project.eu/

5 http://gigaom.com/cleantech/verizon-brings-the-smart-grid-to-the-cloud/ 

6 http://www.infra20.com/post.cfm/smart-grid-the-cloud-why-are-they-linked-1 
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Throughout this paper we will draw on the most authoritative EC and US publications on Smart Grid 

security.  The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) has recently published two 

sets of Guidelines for security controls relating to industrial control systems (ICS) and Smart Grids (a 

type of ICS):  

1. NIST SP 800-82,“Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security Supervisory Control and 

Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, Distributed Control Systems (DCS), and other control 

system configurations such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC)” 

(156 pages,  September 2008) 

2. NIST IR-7628, “Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security” 

(597 pages, September 2010).  

Expert Groups of the European Commission Task Force for Smart Grids have recently published 

reports on the development of a common vision for the implementation of Smart Grids in Europe. 

They identify regulatory recommendations and key issues that need to be resolved:

3. EC TF for Smart Grids - EG2, “Regulatory recommendations for Data Safety, Data Handling 

and Data Protection” " (41 pages, December 2010)

4. EC TF for Smart Grids - EG3, “Roles and Responsibilities of Actors involved in the Smart Grids 

Deployment”  "" (38 pages, December 2010)

In this white paper we have extracted text from these four authoritative publications to provide to the 

reader a concise introduction to Smart Grids, an overview of their core security requirements, and 

selected hard (or non-standard) security controls recommended by NIST.  These selected controls 

identified by NIST can be used in projects to meet the EC’s smart grid objectives.  

While some expert readers will not need the contextual background material we provide, we have 

nevertheless decided to follow the general model found in the authoritative publications, as the issues 

involved and the unique value propositions of our proposed TruSIP solution are easier to appreciate 

for many readers when they have the context immediately available. 

With regard to the related domains of identity management (IdM) and cryptographic key management 

(CKM) services, we direct the reader to our proposal to host these critical services on TruSIP in the 

following two publications 7 and 8.   

With regard to how our IdM-CKM proposal can be combined with Network Behavioral Security in 

Smart Grids, see our paper 9, co-authored with behavioural analysis researchers from U.S. defence 

contractor Sonalysts and the Faculty of Computer Science at Dalhousie University, and presented in 

2010 at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory – Sixth Annual Workshop on Cyber Security and 
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7 Gittins, B. Outline of a proposal responding to E.U. and U.S. calls for trustworthy global-scale IdM 

and CKM designs. Report 2011/029, Cryptology ePrint Archive, 2011. http://eprint.iacr.org/2011/029. 

8 Gittins, B. Overview of SLL’s proposal in response to NIST’s call for new global IdM/CKM designs 

without public keys. In Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Workshop on Cyber Security and Information 

Intelligence Research (New York, NY, USA, 2010), CSIIRW ’10, ACM, pp. 60:1–60:4. 

9 McCusker, O., Gittins, B., Glanfield, J., Brunza, S., and Brooks, S. The Need to Consider Both 

Object Identity and Behavior in Establishing the Trustworthiness of Network Devices within a Smart 

Grid. In Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Workshop on Cyber Security and Information Intelligence 

Research (New York, NY, USA, 2010), CSIIRW ’10, ACM, pp. 53:1–53:4.
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Information Intelligence Research (CSIIRW).  See also our co-authors separate publication 10 

presented to the NATO Information Assurance and Cyber Defence Symposium in Turkey 11 on this 

subject.  

We will not duplicate any of the work described in those papers in this paper. 

Level of technical detail on TruSIP itself in this paper
In section 1.5 we will provide a simple introduction to the TruSIP architecture.  This paper is not 

intended to replace the formal description of the Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure 

Platform (TruSIP) design.  The TruSIP design description is documented separately and is currently 

receiving positive independent review prior to publication.  Consequently this is a positional paper on 

TruSIP’s application across the Smart Grid and Industrial Control System domains.  

For information outside of the scope of this paper, please contact Synaptic Laboratories Limited.
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10 McCusker, O., Glanfield, J., Brunza, S., Gates, D. C., Hugh, D. J., and Paterson, D. Combining 

Trust and Behavioral Analysis to Detect Security Threats in Open Environments. In NATO IACDS 

2010, RTO-MP-IST-091 (April 2010). 
http://media.synaptic-labs.com/downloads/pub/sonalysts/Sonalysts-Paper-update-Mar30.pdf

11 http://ist091.ii.metu.edu.tr/index.html
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1. Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure 

Platform (TruSIP)

1.1  Setting the context
“The architecture of the Nation's digital infrastructure, based largely upon the Internet, is 

not secure or resilient.”

- US President's Cyberspace Policy Review 200912

“It's not about security, its about Trustworthiness of our digital infrastructure.  This means 

Security and Reliability, Resilience, Privacy and Usability.” 

- Dr. Jeanette Wing, 

Assistant Director for Computer & Information Science and Engineering, 

National Science Foundation 201013.

“I don't trust hardly any transaction right now, there is no integrity in our infrastructure.  I 

don't care if it's available, you need to make sure it's a trusted transaction first, confidential second, 

and available third.  And I think there are a lot of leaders in our country and around the world that 

would agree with me.” ... “As we race to embrace, buy and integrate the next generation of 

technology into our lives and our businesses, do we really understand the vulnerabilities and 

exposure points and subsequent risks that are bundled with that purchase?  And I guarantee 

you the answer is no from a corporate environment.  And I can pretty much guarantee you that it is a 

no from a Government environment.  So that is a pretty good risk we just accepted, because we 

don't understand the technology, we don't understand where it is operating within the seams of this 

band-aid approach with this band-aid approach, with this operating system, and this new widget that 

gets introduced.  The attackers are exploiting those seams against us.  How do we start to think 

about that?” 

- Melissa Hathaway's keynote presentation made to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's 

2010 Workshop on Cyber Security and Information Intelligence Research.

(Note: Synaptic Labs made two presentations at this event 14)

“There's no such thing as `secure' any more.” ... “We have to build our systems on the 

assumption that adversaries will get in.” … “[The United States can't put its trust] in different 

components of the system that might have already been violated.” ... “We have to, again, assume that 

all the components of our system are not safe, and make sure we're adjusting accordingly.” 

- Debora Plunkett, December 2010

Director of the Information Assurance Directorate at the 

US National Security Agency15
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12 USOWH. Cyberspace policy review: Assuring a trusted and resilient information and 

communications infrastructure (may 26, 2009). United States, Office of the White House. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/Cyberspace_Policy_Review_final.pdf 

13 NITRD. NITRD 2010 Cybersecurity R&D Themes Webcast. In Federal Cybersecurity Game-change 

R&D website (May 2010), NITRD. http://cybersecurity.nitrd.gov/events/nitrd-cybersecurity-rd-themes

14 http://www.ioc.ornl.gov/csiirw/10/files/csiirw-schedule-complete-1dayPerPage.pdf 

15 Wolf, J. U.S. code-cracking agency works as if compromised. Newspaper article, Reuters, Dec. 

2010. http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE6BF6BZ20101217
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1.2  EU and US cyber security agenda calls
In May 2009, the United States President ordered a 60-day cybersecurity police review.  The 

subsequent report called for trustworthy and dependable computing infrastructure16. 

In response to that call, the United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has called 17 for 

the community to address 11 hard problems in information security (Nov. 2009).  Four of the 11 hard 

problems include:  

a) building scalable trustworthy systems,

b) combatting insider threats, 

c) combatting malware, 

d) privacy aware security; and 

e) global-scale identity management.  

DHS has now allocated USD 40 million to progress these objectives through its January 2011 Broad 

Agency Announcement 11-02, which we discuss further below.  

Likewise in 2009, NIST called for trustworthy and dependably global-scale cryptographic key 

management18.  In this context, Miles Smid (a veteran NIST expert and former acting NIST Computer 

Security Division chief) stated in his presentation to the 2010 IEEE Key Management Summit, that we 

need to significantly raise the bar, and achieve a practical level of security that is much higher than we 

can achieve today19.  

Both ENISA and NIST have undertaken important studies calling for a major focus upon securing the 

cloud 20, 21.  The common themes found in these studies are: 

• A cloud user’s or user organisation’s loss of governance: 

— Ceding security controls of data to cloud provider 

— Insufficient assurances of data security controls 

• Data leakage or destruction: 

— Malicious insider attacks by cloud provider

— Malicious insider attacks by managed service provider 
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16 USOWH. Cyberspace policy review: Assuring a trusted and resilient information and 

communications infrastructure (may 26, 2009). United States, Office of the White House. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/Cyberspace_Policy_Review_final.pdf 

17 Department of Homeland Security. A Roadmap for Cybersecurity Research. Roadmap, DHS S&T, 

Nov. 2009. http://www.cyber.st.dhs.gov/docs/DHS-Cybersecurity-Roadmap.pdf

18 Barker, E., Branstad, D., Chokhani, S., and Smid, M. A Framework for Designing Cryptographic 

Key Management Systems. (Draft) Special Publication 800-130, NIST, June 2010. 

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-130/draft-sp800-130_june2010.pdf

19 IEEE Key Management Summit 2010. Website. http://2010.keymanagementsummit.org/

20 Catteddu, D., and Hogben, G. Cloud Computing - Benefits, Risks and Recommendations for 

Information Security. Report, European Network and Information Security Agency, Nov. 2009. 

http://www.enisa.europa.eu/act/rm/files/deliverables/cloud-computing-risk-assessment

21 Cloud Computing. Project, NIST, May 2009.  http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/
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— Inherent vulnerabilities and malicious back-doors present in the cloud’s software and 

hardware platforms 

— Malicious client attacks that exploit isolation failure between virtual machines in the cloud 

— Client does not know what the risk profile of the cloud provider is, and so cannot mitigate 

those rises

• Account or service hijacking 

We have already quoted Hathaway and Plunkett (above) about the need to assume that the 

vulnerability is already inside the system and undetected. 

The security and control vulnerabilities that must be addressed to secure Smart Grids have been well 

studied and documented in recent major US NIST and EC Reports. !See Parts 4, 5, 6 !and 7 of this 

document for more details on the challenges and for some examples of previous system failures. !In 

Part 8 we list critical Smart Grid challenges that TruSIP can address.  

In Part 9 we differentiate TruSIP from other major US and EC funded cloud and Smart Grid security 

initiatives.  TruSIP has a much broader scope and a fundamentally different approach.  The TruSIP has 

been designed to directly address (or indirectly support) the objectives and requirements of all the 

above initiatives and also the specific security concerns identified within the Government and industry 

cloud computing studies22.  

Furthermore, with regards to previously mentioned DHS BAA, TruSIP addresses >80 Objectives and 

Requirements across 11 of the 14 Technical Target Areas in the Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) Science and Technology (S&T) Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(HSARPA) Cyber Security Division's (CSD) Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) for Fiscal Year 2011 

to improve the security in both Federal networks and the larger Internet23.  

Our TruSIP design explicitly assumes that there is one or more unknown weakness already inside the 

security system. It is designed to both host, and be a client of, global scale identity management and 

cryptographic key management services.  It is designed to enable the development of scalable 

trustworthy systems.

As mentioned above, Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform 

(TruSIP) proposal also addresses the identified security concerns that currently hinder the take up of 

public cloud computing (such as insider attacks and inadequate controls of sensitive data) in a 

manner that simultaneously addresses the harder identified security requirements of Smart Grids.  As 

such Smart Grids can be appreciated to be just one case use application of the TruSIP design.

1.3  TruSIP and the ICT Gozo Malta Cluster
The Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform is one of three thematic streams 

proposed for the ICT Gozo Malta Cluster.  See the ICT Gozo Malta Cluster Introduction and Projects 

Overview Map for more information on the TruSIP stream, and how it relates to our Global-scale IdM-

CKM and Future Internet streams.  The Project Map illustrates how TruSIP falls within a new 

comprehensive, broad and cross domain cyber security vision, addressing a range of important EC 

and US calls for new globally scalable solutions. 

" http://www.ictgozomalta.eu/vision-and-projects/introduction-and-overview-map.html 
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22 Dietz, R. Maintaining Control and Compliance in Cloud Computing: Data-centric Information 

Security. Webinar BrightTalk Webcast 6942, SafeNet, Mar. 2010.

23 https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=00438297a2236249a8dc17f551844482
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1.5  Partial, high-level, block diagram of the TruSIP architecture
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The Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure 

Platform can be thought of as a cluster of computing 

clusters. 

Each computing cluster has one or more general-purpose 

computing devices, called compute elements. The first 

diagram to the left illustrates 8 or more compute elements 

in a hypothetical cluster.

Tasks are assigned to the compute elements.  If one 

compute element fails, the task can be reassigned to 

another compute element for completion.  This enables 

fault-tolerance and high-availability of services. 

The compute elements can be any size.  Ranging from 

small 8-bit CPU’s, to high speed 64-bit Intel or AMD 

CPU’s.  i.e. Cloud clusters can be achieved at any-level of 

computing power (from low to high), making high-

availability services possible for the widest range of 

applications.  A small cloud domain, and all its various 

modules, could be implemented on a small 3 x 3 inch 

board using surface mount integrated circuits, Field 

Programmable Gate Arrays and flash memory.  

Alternatively it could be scaled over many rooms of 

computing equipment, across multiple sites.  The basic 

operational principles, and similar security properties, will 

apply regardless of size.

In the second illustration to the left we see a cluster of 

compute clusters connected to a database which stores 

droplet executable binaries, and the state of persistent 

droplet instances.

A droplet instance can be recalled from the droplet store (database) and run inside a compute cluster.  

When the droplet finishes it’s task, the updated droplet state is saved back to the droplet store.  If the 

hardware of a compute engine fails underneath a droplet before it completes a task, the droplet is 

automatically run again on a different compute engine, or even run on a different compute cluster. 

In the last illustration, we see that there can be more than one cluster of compute clusters (a cloud 

domain).  Furthermore, we can see that there are redundant identity management and cryptographic 

key management systems (IdM-CKM 1 to m) as required by NIST SP 800-82 control SG.SC-21.  The 

IdM-CKM systems illustrated above will themselves be implemented on TruSIP.

Smart meters can be implemented using analog sensors connected to a tiny cloud (pico-cloud) 

residing inside the meter.  The data from the smart meter will then be aggregated by control systems 

implemented on larger clouds.  Information processing and industrial control tasks can be assigned to 

one cloud domain, or to be redundantly executed over two or more different cloud domains for higher 

availability; enabling redundant or backup control centers as per NIST SP 800-82 control SG.CP-9. 
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1.6  Some distinguishing features of the TruSIP design
We will now discuss some of the properties NOT visible in the above diagrams that distinguish our 

Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) design from many other server, 

cluster, grid or cloud computing solutions. 

Our Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform:  

• has been designed from the ground up as a cryptographic project;

• has been designed from the ground up to use fail-safe and high-availability techniques; [note 24] 

• is the first proposal that we are aware of that explicitly seeks to apply industrial control system 

development practices into the information processing systems supporting ICSs;

• is the first proposal that we are aware of that simultaneously satisfies the most conservative ICS 

and IT requirements when used in either the ICS and IT context, making it ideally suited for 

critical infrastructure projects such as Smart Grids; [note 25]

• a computationally efficient system designed to scale from small embedded micro products 

(pico-clouds) through to the largest public cloud computing deployments; [notes 26, 27, 28]

• has an intrinsically intrusion and malware resistant design; [notes 29, 30, 31]

• has been designed to be implemented on COTS hardware and operating systems exploiting 

and encouraging product and system diversity, ensuring vendor neutrality;
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24 Based on preliminary advice, it appears that TruSIP could be implemented to be compliant with 

the highest Safety Integrity Level - 4, making such a currently hypothetical implementation suitable for 

use in all SIL rated systems.

25 The objective is to quantifiably reduce the safety and operational risks of future proposed Smart 

Grid deployments.

26 A TruSIP enabled cloud deployment might be as small as a single 3x3 inch circuit board (a pico-

cloud) or sufficiently large to span multiple rooms (a public cloud).

27 In the context of Smart Grid, this implies that Distributed Control Systems (DCS), Supervisory 

Control Systems (SCADA), and Information Processing Systems (IPS) can be implemented on a wide 

range of different devices implementing the same cloud platform architecture.  Functions invoked 

between a SCADA and IPS would have the same level of assurance as functions called between the 

SCADA to DCS and within the SCADA itself.

28 One of our primary goals is to amortize the up front development costs (Non Recurring Expenses) 

for developing a high-assurance product.  By scaling to public cloud proportions, the open 

community can lease the same high-assurance computing resources that are used by the Smart Grid 

community.  This reduces the overall cost for all parties.  Furthermore, by scaling down all the way to 

embedded micro (pico-cloud) it is intended to enable high-assurance computing to be present in the 

widest range of devices “in the field”.

29 Offers unprecedented assurances!for all stakeholders!with regard to!confidentiality,!integrity and 

availability!against!broad classes!of both insider and outsider attacks,!even when the attack (known or 

unknown) successfully compromises any one component.

30 Comprehensively addresses the currently open hard problems of ensuring!confidentiality!in 

information processing systems (private and public clouds), even in the face of a dormant and 

currently undetected compromise of a component (malware injection, inbuilt backdoors, ...)

31 Provides software vendors the option to protect their software implementations against attacks 

mounted by one of their own rogue software developers when the application is hosted on the TruSIP.
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• taken as a whole, the system delivers assurance of critical data controls in all cloud 

environments that cannot be achieved today by any other private or public cloud offerings.

• does NOT use the extremely slow, fully homomorphic encryption techniques32.  Fully 

homomorphic encryption techniques offer excellent privacy properties in theory but require very 

high computational overhead to perform even the simplest operations.  They are not suitable for 

performing day-to-day business operations on. 

As indicated above, Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) explicitly 

addresses and neutralises a wide range of outsider and insider attacks.  This includes unilateral 

insider attacks that can be mounted by the!cloud provider!or!its trusted staff!or!suppliers.  The latter 

includes attacks that may be hidden inside the!software and hardware!used to provision services by 

that cloud provider. !Stated another way, we believe our intrusion resistant designs are capable of 

preventing sensitive information entrusted to the cloud deployment from being leaked as a result of 

weakness, malware or back-doors in any software or hardware component used server-side.  This 

explicitly includes protection against injected malware such as viruses and trojans. 

Let’s provide an example of what this looks like in the context of Smart Grids.  In Smart Grids, smart 

meters collect power consumption data and forward it to a centralised information processing 

system.  This centralised information processing system will contain the power consumption 

behaviours of every building in the region, potentially in the country.  It is important that adequate 

controls are in place to protect that personal data from malicious use.  If the Information Processing 

System is implemented on TruSIP, none of the technical or managerial administrators of the Smart 

Grid information system, acting unilaterally, can gain access to the sensitive smart meter 

measurements.  Neither can any of the organisations that provide hardware deployed in, or software 

that runs on, the cloud platform when acting unilaterally.  Furthermore, the smart-meter device can 

implement it’s own pico-cloud, permitting high-availability and high-integrity of the control logic against 

natural and man-made faults, and in particular against coordinated malicious faults simultaneously 

attacking multiple smart meters that might be used to cause damage to the power grid that the smart 

meter is connected to.

In the TruSIP design, instead of creating targeted defences against single threats (such as a specific 

virus) the!TruSIP is designed to address whole classes of security attacks (e.g. all viruses) at the 

design level. !

TruSIP will be implemented to remain operational in the face of Unpredictable, Unobserved or 

Unobservable Risks (UUUR).!!TruSIP will employ survival strategies at the system level that find 

alternative methods for completing all transactions and by automatically repairing resources corrupted 

by an attack.! 

In the context of smart-grids, this means that any service, such as the Smart Grid information system 

or various Smart Grid control systems, hosted on the TruSIP, will remain available, even in the face of 

individual modules being disabled by a virus or trojan.  This is a critical property, evidently unmet, by 

many industrial control systems. 

The!TruSIP can be built using commercial-off-the-shelf hardware, operating systems and 

programming languages. !In principle, the!TruSIP can host applications written in any programming 

language, operating system and chip architecture.  In the context of smart-grids, this means that the 

TruSIP can be realized rapidly in a cost-effective manner.
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2. What is “The Smart Grid” ?
Power system operations have been termed the largest and most complex machine in the world.  

Quoting and paraphrasing some extracts out of the NIST IR-7268 (2010):  

Many countries have now embarked on a major transformation of their electric power 

infrastructure.  This vast infrastructure upgrade—extending from homes and businesses 

to fossil-fuel-powered generating plants and wind farms, affecting nearly everyone and 

everything in between—is central to various national efforts to increase energy efficiency, 

reliability, and security; to transition to renewable sources of energy; to reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions; and to build a sustainable economy that ensures future prosperity.  Steps 

to transform national aging electric power grids into advanced, digital infrastructures with 

two-way capabilities for communicating information, controlling equipment, and 

distributing energy will take place over many years.

NISTIR 7628 Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security v1.0 – Aug 2010 

15 

systems and components of the Smart Grid. The list of actors is a subset of the full list of actors 

for the Smart Grid and is not intended to be a comprehensive list. This logical reference model is 

a high-level logical architecture and does not imply any specific implementation.  

2.1 THE SEVEN DOMAINS TO THE LOGICAL REFERENCE MODEL 

The NIST Framework and Roadmap document identifies seven domains within the Smart Grid: 

Transmission, Distribution, Operations, Bulk Generation, Markets, Customer, and Service 

Provider. A Smart Grid domain is a high-level grouping of organizations, buildings, individuals, 

systems, devices, or other actors with similar objectives and relying on—or participating in—

similar types of applications. The various actors are needed to transmit, store, edit, and process 

the information needed within the Smart Grid. To enable Smart Grid functionality, the actors in a 

particular domain often interact with actors in other domains, as shown in Figure 2-1.  

 

 

Figure 2-1  Interaction of Actors in Different Smart Grid Domains through Secure Communication 

Flows 

The diagram below (Figure 2-2) expands upon this figure and depicts a composite high-level 

view of the actors within each of the Smart Grid domains. This high-level diagram is provided as 

a reference diagram. Actors are devices, systems, or programs that make decisions and exchange 

information necessary for executing applications within the Smart Grid. The diagrams included 

later in this chapter expand upon this high-level diagram and include logical interfaces between 

actors and domains.  
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Smart Grids are highly complex system with many interrelated actors.  The following two diagrams 

give a feel for the type of complexity present in Smart Grids.  The reader does NOT need to study 

these two diagrams. 
NISTIR 7628 Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security v1.0 – Aug 2010 

Figure 2-2  Composite High-level View of the Actors within Each of the Smart Grid Domains

16 

NISTIR 7628 Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security v1.0 – Aug 2010 

Figure 2-3 Logical Reference Model

17 
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We quote the EC Task Force for Smart Grids below to expand on the significance and complexity of 

data movement of the type visually indicated by NIST above.  

“The deployment of smart meters thus prompts decisions at national level about the requirements of 

the various market participants, the nature of data (individual or aggregated) and how data flows 

should be managed.” … “Data privacy rules and regulations must also be adhered to.” 

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG3 – Roles and Responsibilities, pg 11 (Dec 2010)

“[Ed: In the EC] Distribution System Operators (DSO) should be responsible for gathering 

consumption data (through meter readings) and dispatch it in a swift, reliable and non-discriminatory 

way to licensed service providers (suppliers, aggregators, etc.) thereby safeguarding confidentiality of 

information by restricting the ability of third parties to access confidential information.  They should 

provide historic energy consumption information to customers for free in a format that allows them to 

make like for like comparisons with tariffs and deals available in the market.”

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG3 – Roles and Responsibilities, pg 11 (Dec 2010)

“The responsibility for administration of verified and validated master data currently lies with the DSO 

in most European countries.  In several countries however, this responsibility is handed over to other 

actors.  Moreover, in some countries e.g. the roll-out of Smart Metering has been assigned to the 

suppliers, with the introduction of a central data and communications provider.  National differences in 

market models and responsibilities of DSOs, Transmission System Operators and retailers are likely to 

persist in the future, with metering operators or even new entities potentially providing additional 

services through communication tools to customers.”

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG3 – Roles and Responsibilities, pg 11 (Dec 2010)

3. SCADA, DCS, and PLC
Smart Grids employ the use of SCADA, DCS and PLC.  Many people are familiar with important 

Information Technology (IT) concepts such as Client and Server, or Personal Computer, and 

increasingly Cloud and Software as a Service.  However, these equally important, above mentioned, 

industrial control system (ICS) concepts are not so widely understood.  We will include a brief 

description of them here, as they help orient the reader to some of the building blocks founds in 

Power and Smart Grids.

3.1  Supervisory control and data acquisition systems
"Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems are highly distributed systems used to 

control geographically dispersed assets, often scattered over thousands of square kilometers, where 

centralized data acquisition and control are critical to system operation.  They are used in distribution 

systems such as water distribution and wastewater collection systems, oil and natural gas pipelines, 

electrical power grids, and railway transportation systems.

A SCADA control center performs centralized monitoring and control for field sites over long-

distance communications networks, including monitoring alarms and processing status data.  Based 

on information received from remote stations, automated or operator-driven supervisory commands 

can be pushed to remote station control devices, which are often referred to as field devices.  Field 

devices control local operations such as opening and closing valves and breakers, collecting data 

from sensor systems, and monitoring the local environment for alarm conditions.”  

# - NIST, SP 800-82, section 2-1, (2008)

Our goal is to enable our Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform to be used 

throughout all devices within Smart Grid deployments, including in the control server (SCADA-MTU).
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GUIDE TO INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS (ICS) SECURITY (FINAL PUBLIC DRAFT) 

 
 

 Figure 2-2.  SCADA System General Layout 

 

The four basic architectures shown in Figure 2-3 can be further augmented using dedicated 

communication devices to manage communication exchange as well as message switching and buffering.  

Large SCADA systems, containing hundreds of RTUs, often employ sub-MTUs to alleviate the burden 

on the primary MTU.  This type of topology is shown in Figure 2-4. 

 

Figure 2-5 shows an example of a SCADA system implementation.  This particular SCADA system 

consists of a primary control center and three field sites.  A second backup control center provides 

redundancy in the event of a primary control center malfunction.  Point-to-point connections are used for 

all control center to field site communications, with two connections using radio telemetry.  The third 

field site is local to the control center and uses the wide area network (WAN) for communications.  A 

regional control center resides above the primary control center for a higher level of supervisory control.  

The corporate network has access to all control centers through the WAN, and field sites can be accessed 

remotely for troubleshooting and maintenance operations.  The primary control center polls field devices 

for data at defined intervals (e.g., 5 seconds, 60 seconds) and can send new set points to a field device as 

required.  In addition to polling and issuing high-level commands, the SCADA server also watches for 

priority interrupts coming from field site alarm systems. 

 2-7

3.2  Distributed control systems (DCS)
“DCS are used to control industrial processes such as electric power generation, oil refineries, water 

and wastewater treatment, and chemical, food, and automotive production.  

DCS are integrated as a control architecture containing a supervisory level of control overseeing 

multiple, integrated sub-systems that are responsible for controlling the details of a localized process.  

Product and process control are usually achieved by deploying feed back or feed forward control 

loops whereby key product and/or process conditions are automatically maintained around a desired 

set point.  To accomplish the desired product and/or process tolerance around a specified set point, 

specific PLCs are employed in the field and proportional, integral, and/or derivative settings on the 

PLC are tuned to provide the desired tolerance as well as the rate of self-correction during process 

upsets.  DCS are used extensively in process-based industries.” 

# - NIST, SP 800-82, section 2-1

Our goal is to enable Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform  (TruSIP) to be 

used throughout all devices in Smart Grid deployments, including in the control server of distributed 

control systems.

A DCS –– Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant - Control Room of Unit 5, (Wikimedia Commons)
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3.3  Programmable logic controllers (PLC) 
“PLCs are computer-based solid-state devices that control industrial equipment and processes.  

While PLCs are control system components used throughout SCADA and DCS systems, they are 

often the primary components in smaller control system configurations used to provide operational 

control of discrete processes such as automobile assembly lines and power plant soot blower 

controls.  PLCs are used extensively in almost all industrial processes. " 

# - NIST, SP 800-82, 2-1

3.4  Pedagogical illustration of SCADA, DLC and PLC

GUIDE TO INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS (ICS) SECURITY (FINAL PUBLIC DRAFT) 

 

 

 

 Figure 2-5.  SCADA System Implementation Example (Distribution Monitoring and Control) 

 

Figure 2-6 shows an example implementation for rail monitoring and control.  This example includes a 

rail control center that houses the SCADA system and three sections of a rail system.  The SCADA 

system polls the rail sections for information such as the status of the trains, signal systems, traction 

electrification systems, and ticket vending machines.  This information is also fed to operator consoles at 

the HMI station within the rail control center.  The SCADA system also monitors operator inputs at the 

rail control center and disperses high-level operator commands to the rail section components.  In 

addition, the SCADA system monitors conditions at the individual rail sections and issues commands 

based on these conditions (e.g., shut down a train to prevent it from entering an area that has been 

determined to be flooded or occupied by another train based on condition monitoring). 

 2-9
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4. Cyber security is a critical enabler for Smart Grids

4.1  Statements affirming critical role of cyber security
According to NIST, there are many key enabling activities that must be accomplished to achieve a 

trustworthy and dependable Smart Grid:

“Chief among them is devising effective strategies for protecting the privacy of Smart Grid-

related data and for securing the computing and communication networks that will be central 

to the performance and availability of the envisioned electric power infrastructure.”

# - NIST IR-7268, (2010)

This position is echoed by the EC Task Force for Smart Grids: 

“Growing Distributed Generation also poses operational and control challenges for the traditionally 

designed and operated distribution grids and is one of the key drivers for Smart Grids. Those 

challenges include among others voltage and reactive power management, maintaining system 

stability and operational security.”

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG3 – Roles and Responsibilities, pg 9 (Dec 2010)

“… the role of grid communications will significantly increase as much more data will have to be 
gathered and exchanged frequently, which will be in turn used for different purposes by the grid 

operators and other service providers.  As stated above, the standardization of communication 

protocols as well as clear rules for the handling and the security of this data will have to be 

developed and enforced.  The security of the grid and supply systems as well as the privacy of 

customer data must remain the top priority.”  

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG3 – Roles and Responsibilities, pg 27 (Dec 2010)

The reason being that: 

“… acceptance of Smart Metering, specifically on the perceived benefits and particularly on the 

perceived implications to the cost of bills, privacy and security will be key.”

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG3 – Roles and Responsibilities, pg 29 (Dec 2010)

Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) will be 

implemented to meet the safety, availability, reliability, confidentiality, integrity requirements of both 

(Smart Grid) industrial control and information processing systems.  This unified approach will reduce 

the level of risk in future smart grid deployments.

4.2  The convergence of two schools: IT security + ICS security
In the past power-grids were predominantly focused on ensuring that the industrial control systems 

(ICS) managing the generation, distribution and transmission of electricity were safe and reliable.  This 

was appropriate and has worked quite well.  However, in recent times, with the move to add more 

smarts to the power-grid, an additional layer of security concerns must be addressed, over-and-

above the existing and continuing critical ICS security issues already identified.
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“Whilst there is a general consensus that Smart Grid/Meters are beneficial for all involved, certain 

concerns are raised. These can be summarized around security, privacy and data handling.” 

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG2 – Regulatory recommendations for data safety, pg 10 (Dec 2010)

"Communications technology that enables the bidirectional flow of information throughout the 

infrastructure is at the core of these Smart Grid improvements, which rely upon collated energy usage 

data provided by smart meters, sensors, computer systems, and many other devices to derive 

understandable and actionable information for consumers and utilities—and it is this same 

technology that also brings with it an array of privacy challenges.  The granularity, or depth 

and breadth of detail, captured in the information collected and the interconnections created by the 

Smart Grid are factors that contribute most to these new privacy concerns. " 

" - NIST IR-7628 vol 2, pg 2, (2010)

“The purpose, design, functionalities and implementation of the Smart Metering system determines to 

a large extent whether or not it will comply with privacy and data protection legislation.  Therefore, 

from the beginning, legislation on privacy and data protection must be taken into account as 

important requirements in the design of Smart Metering systems.” 

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG2 – Regulatory recommendations for data safety, pg 4 (Dec 2010)

Likewise, the connection of IT systems dramatically increases the risks to conventional industrial 

control systems. 

“ICS and corporate IT systems are often interconnected as a result of several changes in information 

management practices, operational, and business needs. The demand for remote access has 

encouraged many organizations to establish connections to the ICS that enable ICS engineers and 

support personnel to monitor and control the system from points outside the control network.  Many 

organizations have also added connections between corporate networks and ICS networks to allow 

the organization’s decision makers to obtain access to critical data about the status of their 

operational systems and to send instructions for the manufacture or distribution of product.” 

" - NIST, SP 800-82, section 3-15, (2008)

“This integration of control system networks with public and corporate networks increases the 

accessibility of control system vulnerabilities.  Unless appropriate security controls are deployed, 

these vulnerabilities can expose all levels of the ICS network architecture to complexity-induced error, 

adversaries and a variety of cyber threats, including worms and other malware.  As an example of the 

change in threats to control systems, an internal survey of an unnamed energy organization showed 

the following: 

• The majority of the business units’ management believed their control systems were not connected 

to the corporate network. 

• An audit showed the majority of the control systems were connected in some way to the corporate 

network. 

• The corporate network was only secured to support general business processes and not safety-

critical systems.”  

# - NIST, SP 800-82, section 3-15, (2008)
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Thankfully, experts in trustworthy and dependable computing have already identified that there is 

much overlap between the two domains or schools of safety/security thought.  In fact, significant 

work has already been done in merging these two schools into a single unified conceptual model33.  

Experts have identified that similar principles regarding confidentiality, integrity and availability have 

existed in both schools, the primary difference has been the differing degrees of emphasis placed on 

those properties so as to satisfy different mission objectives.  

We believe that Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) 

is the first proposal that comprehensively addresses in a unified manner the full spectrum of 

requirements for both domains or schools: namely availability, reliability, safety, confidentiality, integrity 

and maintainability.  

Our goal is to build a family of products based on one architecture that is capable of simultaneously 

being deployed throughout all components in both the industrial control and information processing 

systems.  e.g. One product member of the TruSIP family, a pico-cloud, will use tiny 8-bit processors 

targeted to embedded micro applications, permitting it to reside within smart meters.  On the 

opposite end of the spectrum, one product member will employ high performance 64-bit processors 

and be deployed for use in public clouds.  In both cases, nearly identical design techniques will be 

applied, with applications written for pico-clouds being able to be run on public-clouds34. 

In this way we ensure that the safety, availability and reliability features are present throughout the 

information processing systems of the Smart Grid, and ensure that the cryptographic integrity, 

availability and intrusion resistance features are present in the industrial control systems.  This 

approach is desirable because the IT systems should not place the safety of industrial control systems 

at risk, and industrial control systems need to be hardened from the types of cyber attack the IT 

community is facing.

4.3  Traditionally ICS prioritise CIA differently to IT systems
“The following points briefly outline security requirements related to confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability (CIA) in power systems. 

Confidentiality is generally the least critical for power system reliability. However, this is important as 

customer information becomes more easily available in cyber form: 

• Privacy of customer information is the most important, 

• Electric market information has some confidential portions, 

• General corporate information, such as human resources, internal decision making, etc. 

Integrity is generally considered the second most critical security requirement for power system 

operations and includes assurance that— 

• Data has not been modified without authorization, 

• Source of data is authenticated, 

• Time stamp associated with the data is known and authenticated, 

• Quality of data is known and authenticated. 
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Availability is generally considered the most critical security [ Ed: Safety ] requirement, although the 

time latency associated with availability can vary: 

• 4 milliseconds for protective relaying, 

• Sub-seconds for transmission wide area situational awareness monitoring, 

• Seconds for substation and feeder supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) data, 

• Minutes for monitoring noncritical equipment and some market pricing information, 

• Hours for meter reading and longer term market pricing information, 

• Days/weeks/months for collecting long-term data such as power quality information.”

# - NIST IR 7628 vol 3, p 97 (2010)

4.4  Critical issues for security requirements of power systems 
“The automation and control systems for power system operations have many differences from most 

business or corporate systems. Some particularly critical issues related to security requirements 

include— 

• Operation of the power system must continue 24#7 with high availability (e.g., 99.99% for 

SCADA and higher for protective relaying) regardless of any compromise in security or 

the implementation of security measures which hinder normal or emergency power system 

operations. 

• Power system operations must be able to continue during any security attack or compromise 

(as much as possible). 

• Power system operations must recover quickly after a security attack or compromised 

information system. 

• The complex and many-fold interfaces and interactions across this largest machine of the world

—the power system—makes security particularly difficult since it is not easy to separate the 

automation and control systems into distinct “security domains,” and yet end-to-end security is 

critical.”

# - NIST IR 7628 vol 3, p 97, (2010)

We now list some of the possible incidents (published in NIST SP 800-82, pg 10, 2008) that an 

industrial control system, such as the Smart Grid, may face: 

• Blocked or delayed flow of information through industrial control system (ICS) networks, which 

could disrupt ICS operation 

• Unauthorized changes to instructions, commands, or alarm thresholds, which could 

damage, disable, or shut down equipment, create environmental impacts, and/or 

endanger human life 

• Inaccurate information sent to system operators, either to disguise unauthorized changes, or to 

cause the operators to initiate inappropriate actions, which could have various negative effects 

• ICS software or configuration settings modified, or ICS software infected with malware, which 

could have various negative effects 

• Interference with the operation of safety systems, which could endanger human life.

Given the very serious nature of these many potential threats, it is understandable why  

power and industrial control systems traditionally focus first on ensuring safety properties, 

and then availability of services to the community.  
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As we will see in the next section, the interconnection of conventional IT systems with conventional 

ICS systems has resulted in failure of large and complex industrial systems.  These failures led to loss 

of service delivery and/or damage to the environment.  These examples will drive home the need to 

protect ICS from IT attacks, and to also make IT systems more resilient in the first instance along the 

lines we are proposing in the Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP).

4.5 Examples of industrial control system failure
We have selected for inclusion below three examples of industrial control system failure from those 

published by NIST SP 800-82 (2008), and two other examples published via other sources.  This 

blog35 contains a further list.  Unlike traditional information technology system crashes, which might 

inconvenience users, industrial control systems such as sewerage processing plants, train systems 

and nuclear reactors interact real-time with physical processes that can affect the health and safety of 

the community.  You don’t want a 3+ minute (Microsoft Windows style) reboot of the aircraft’s primary 

control systems while flying over the Atlantic Ocean! 

4.5.1  ICS failure as a result of targeted malicious action

4.5.1.1  Stuxnet attack
Selectively quoting Wikipedia text on Stuxnet 36: 

Stuxnet is malware that targets specific industrial equipment.  It was first discovered in 

July 2010.  While it is not the first time that hackers have targeted industrial systems, it is 

the first discovered worm that spies on and reprograms industrial systems, and the first to 

include a programmable logic controller rootkit.  (A rootkit is software that enables 

continued privileged access to a computer while actively hiding its presence from 

administrators by subverting standard operating system functionality or other 

applications.) 

Stuxnet was specifically written to attack Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) systems used to control and monitor industrial processes.  Stuxnet includes the 

capability to reprogram the PLCs and hide its changes.  

By August 6, 2010 Symantec showed that Iran had 62,867 infected computers, and 

several other countries were also affected: Indonesia (13,336), India (6,552), United 

States (2,913), Australia (2,436), United Kingdom (1,038), Malaysia (1,013), and Pakinstan 

(993).  

The virus infects Windows machines and Siemens' WinCC/PCS 7 SCADA control 

software.  It then uses this platform to infect PLC devices.  The virus exploited 4 

previously unknown vulnerabilities in Windows, in addition to other known vulnerabilities.  

It is not clear who wrote this malware, or the intended target(s). 

Several researchers are now reverse-engineering Stuxnet to learn how it works.  There is 

serious concern that new variants, by other authors, will emerge in the coming years. 

Synaptic Labs Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) is designed to 

maintain integrity and availability of services in the face of ANY module being compromised with 

malware; this explicitly includes rootkits.  
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In this scenario, if the SCADA control system software was implemented on TruSIP (instead of on 

Windows) in the recommended high-assurance method, it would not have been possible for a virus or 

root kit to compromise the SCADA control system in an undetectable way (TruSIP would clean/

rejuvenate itself, or stop, as soon as the virus activated itself). [ The mechanisms of how this is 

achieved are not described in this version of the paper. ]  

With appropriate controls implemented in the SCADA control system, if the virus was able to simulate 

user interaction and request malware PLC to be loaded (lets say from a remote terminal on a windows 

machine), it would not be possible for the virus to override any n-party 2-factor control mechanisms 

required to authorize the installation of new PLC firmware containing malware. 

In the future, we would like to evolve Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform 

(TruSIP) to be able to host a general-purpose operating system, such as the QNX Neutrino RTOS 

Safe Kernel 37 and/or the L4 microkernel 38.  This would permit the creation of a trustworthy and 

dependable thin-client with a graphical user interface environment to access TruSIP cloud services.

4.5.1.2  Maroochy Shire sewage spill
NIST: 

“In the spring of 2000, a former employee of an Australian organization that develops 

manufacturing software applied for a job with the local government, but was rejected.  

Over a two-month period, the disgruntled rejected employee reportedly used a radio 

transmitter on as many as 46 occasions to remotely break into the controls of a sewage 

treatment system.  

He altered electronic data for particular sewerage pumping stations and caused 

malfunctions in their operations, ultimately releasing about 264,000 gallons of raw sewage 

into nearby rivers and parks.” 

This is an example of an `ultimate insider’ attack by a rogue software developer of the manufacturing 

software.  In this particular case, there were no existing cyber security policies or procedures and 

there were no cyber security defences in the Maroochy SCADA system 39.  The developer had 

complete access to all information about the system, including device identification numbers. 

This example highlights the need for adequate cryptographic authentication and authenticated 

message handling into the control systems.  Synaptic Labs’ TruSIP is designed as a cryptographic 

project that uniformly employs full confidentiality, integrity and authentication mechanisms throughout 

the entire design. This example also highlights the need to independently validate configuration 

changes for unsafe requests.  An authorised configuration change should not lead the system into an 

invalid or unsafe state.  We will be exploring how to achieve this level of “system wide” state change 

validation as an integrated part of the TruSIP design.

In principle, “Ultimate insiders” are capable of inserting vulnerabilities or latent malware to circumvent 

the security controls they implement.  Software written in a high-assurance development process on 

TruSIP would prevented the rouge software developer exploiting a vulnerability / back door, even if it 

was not detected during the code-review process and was successfully installed in the TruSIP 

deployment.
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4.5.1.3  CIA analyst statement  
The Washington Post: 

In a rare public warning to the power and utility industry, a CIA analyst this week said 

cyber attackers have hacked into the computer systems of utility companies 

outside the United States and made demands, in at least one case causing a power 

outage that affected multiple cities.  

"We do not know who executed these attacks or why, but all involved intrusions through 

the Internet," Tom Donahue, the CIA's top cybersecurity analyst, said Wednesday at a 

trade conference in New Orleans.  Donahue's comments were "designed to highlight to 

the audience the challenges posed by potential cyber intrusions," CIA spokesman George 

Little said. 

The audience was made up of 300 U.S. and international security officials from the 

government and from electric, water, oil and gas companies, including BP, Chevron and 

the Southern Co.  "We suspect, but cannot confirm, that some of the attackers had the 

benefit of inside knowledge," Donahue said. He did not specify where or when the attacks  

took place, their duration or the amount of money demanded. Little said the agency 

would not comment further.

Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) is designed to 

protect against insider and outsider attacks, and to be intrusion resistant.

4.5.2  ICS failure as a result of unintentional consequences 

4.5.2.1  CSX train signalling system failure
NIST: 

“In August 2003, the Sobig computer virus was blamed for shutting down train signalling 

systems throughout the east coast of the U.S.  The virus infected the computer system 

at CSX Corp.’s Jacksonville, Florida headquarters, shutting down signaling, 

dispatching, and other systems.  

According to Amtrak spokesman Dan Stessel, ten Amtrak trains were affected in the 

morning.  Trains between Pittsburgh and Florence, South Carolina were halted because of 

dark signals, and one regional Amtrak train from Richmond, Virginia to Washington and 

New York was delayed for more than two hours.  Long-distance trains were also delayed 

between four and six hours.”  

The signalling outage briefly affected the entire CSX system, which covers 23 states east of the 

Mississippi River.  Clearly, Control Servers need to be intrusion resistant.  That is, they need to 

maintain continued operation in the case of a malicious compromise of any component. 

 Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) is 

designed to resist code injection, detect it when it happens, ensure continue safe 

operations even when malware is active, and if possible to clean/rejuvenate that 

compromised component automatically.

4.5.2.2  Davis-Besse nuclear power plant failure
NIST: 

In August 2003, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission confirmed that in January 2003, the 

Microsoft SQL Server worm known as Slammer infected a private computer network at 

the idled Davis-Besse nuclear power plant in Oak Harbor, Ohio, disabling a safety 
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monitoring system for nearly five hours.  In addition, the [Ed: Nuclear] plant’s 

process computer failed, and it took about six hours for it to become available again.  

Slammer reportedly also affected communications on the control networks of at least 

five other utilities by propagating so quickly that control system traffic was 

blocked.

It would appear reasonable to assert that all computers employed in industrial control system 

environments connected to the control network must be intrusion resistant and capable of 

autonomously containing compromises while continuing operations.  

With regard to injected malware, the confidentiality (leak-resistance) properties of Synaptic Labs’ 

Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) effectively contain malware and 

prevent it re-infecting other computers.  A virus, if installed, will not be capable of generating network 

traffic.  This 100% deterministic containment prevents cascading failures.  

Our process guarantees that even if particularly vulnerable COTS operating systems such as 

Windows are used, that a compromise of that operating system will be deterministically detected, 

instantaneously containing the fault.

4.6  Known vulnerabilities in current smart grid deployments
In addition to the threats and issues clearly identified within the expert NIST and EC Reports and 

Guidelines, we provide below some references to other expert sources on known vulnerabilities.  

4.6.1  Public study by IOActive
In 2009, IOActive, a U.S. computer security firm in Washington state, was contracted to 

examine the security of smart meters deployed by an unnamed utility company in the 

northwest.  Mike Davis, an IOActive security consultant, and his fellow researchers 

developed a malicious worm that, in a simulated attack, was able to spread from meter to 

meter to take out power in more than 15,000 homes in 24 hours.  The presentation to 

blackhat can be found here40. 

The study quoted the following statement: 

"the grid has been demonstrated in quite a few occasions to be kind of 

fragile, that a transient condition is not well managed, the grid often responds 

in a way that causes more widespread outages and creates a situation that is 

difficult to recover from; so even minor temporary transient problems can 

cause major instabilities in the grid.” 

" – Electric Power Research Institute call 7-7-09

It would appear reasonable to assert that all devices employed in industrial control system 

environments, including smart sensors deployed in the field, must be malware and intrusion resistant.  

Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP), when 

implemented as a pico-cloud, is designed to provide protection against injected malware, such as this 

type of worm.

4.6.2  Statement by former Presidential cyber security advisor Oct 2009   
Richard Clarke is chairman of the Good Harbor security consulting firm and former special adviser to 

President George W. Bush on cybersecurity:  
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“He says he’s spoken with auditing firms that have examined utility companies and energy 

distributors and found that — in every case — they were able to infiltrate the company’s 

production SCADA system (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) from the public 

internet in less than an hour.” 

“No grant should be given to any company that doesn’t pass an audit today with its 

existing system,” he said. “Paper audits are worthless. Real-world audits are what count. 

So if the company today has flagrantly bad performance with regard to cybersecurity, 

then it shouldn’t win an award for new technology until it fixes that problem.”

" – http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/10/smartgrid/ 

4.7  NIST summary of potential consequences of ICS failure
“The importance of secure systems should be further emphasized as business reliance on 

interconnectivity increases.  DoS attacks and malware (e.g., worms, viruses) have become all too 

common and [Ed: as highlighted above] have already impacted ICS.  In addition, a cyber breach in 

some critical infrastructures can have significant physical impacts.  The major categories of impacts 

are as follows: 

* Physical Impacts.  Physical impacts encompass the set of direct consequences of ICS failure.  

The potential effects of paramount importance include personal injury and loss of life.  Other effects 

include the loss of property (including data) and potential damage to the environment. 

* Economic Impacts.  Economic impacts are a second-order effect from physical impacts ensuing 

from an ICS incident.  Physical impacts could result in repercussions to system operations, which in 

turn inflict a greater economic loss on the facility or organization.  On a larger scale, these effects 

could negatively impact the local, regional, national, or possibly global economy. 

* Social Impacts.  Another second-order effect, the consequence from the loss of national or public 

confidence in an organization, is many times overlooked.  It is, however, a very real target and one that 

could be accomplished through an ICS incident.”

# - NIST, SP 800-82, section 4-2, (2008)#

5. Privacy issues emerge in Smart Grids

5.1  Two new legal privacy issues
“Two aspects of the Smart Grid may raise new legal privacy issues.

First, the Smart Grid significantly expands the amount of data available in more granular form as 

related to the nature and frequency of energy consumption and creation, thereby opening up more 

opportunities for general invasion of privacy.  Suddenly a much more detailed picture can be obtained 

about activities within a given dwelling, building, or other property, and the time patterns associated 

with those activities make it possible to detect the presence of specific types of energy consumption 

or generation equipment.” 

“Second, unlike the traditional energy grid, the Smart Grid may be viewed as carrying private and/or 

confidential electronic communications between utilities and end-users, possibly between utilities and 

third parties, and between end-users and third parties.” 

"As Justice Scalia wrote in Kyllo: The question we confront today is what limits there are upon this 

power of technology to shrink the realm of guaranteed privacy” 

# - NIST IR 7628 vol 2, pg 11, (2010)
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Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP)is designed from 

the ground up as a cryptographic project.  It is unique in that it has been designed to efficiently 

protect the confidentiality of sensitive information from the privileged managerial and technical staff 

managing a cloud platform deployment, and from those software and hardware vendors 

implementing components of the platform, with minimal performance penalty.  

The TruSIP deployment cannot set policies regarding who should or should not be permitted access 

to data, however it is designed to comprehensively mitigate unilateral unauthorised actions and 

enforce any n-party controls specified by the application developer.

5.2  Smart meter readings
“Smart meter data raises potential 

surveillance possibilities posing physical, 

financial, and reputational risks.  Because 

smart meters collect energy usage data at 

much shorter time intervals than in the past 

(in 15-minute or sub-15-minute intervals 

rather than once a month), the information 

they collect can reveal much more detailed 

information about the activities within a 

dwelling or other premises than was 

available in the past.  This is because smart 

meter data provides information about the 

usage patterns for individual appliances – 

which in turn can reveal detailed 

information about activities within a premise 

through the use of nonintrusive appliance 

load monitoring (NALM) techniques.  Using NALM, appliances’ energy usage profiles can be 

compared to libraries of known patterns and matched to identify individual appliances.” 

" - NIST IR-7628 vol 2, pg 12, (2010)

"The ability to determine personal activities 

according to energy consumption data 

alone was demonstrated recently in quotes  

from a Siemens representative in an article 

published in the Washington Post: "We, 

Siemens, have the technology to record it 

(energy consumption) every minute, 

second, microsecond, more or less live," 

said Martin"#

" - NIST IR 7628 vol 2, pg 24, (2010)

"In general, more data, and more detailed data, may be collected, generated, and aggregated through 

Smart Grid operations than previously collected through monthly meter readings and distribution grid 

operations. Figure 5-2 presents the NIST conceptual model illustrating how data collection can be 

expected to proliferate as networked grid components increase.” 

# - NIST IR 7628

NISTIR 7628 Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security v1.0 – Aug 2010 

There are also concerns across multiple industries about data aggregation of “anonymized” 

data.
28

 For example, in other situations, associating pieces of anonymized data with other 

publicly available non-anonymous data sets has been shown by various studies to actually reveal 

specific individuals.
29

 Figure 5-1 illustrates how frequent meter readings may provide a detailed 

timeline of activities occurring inside a metered location and could also lead to knowledge about 

specific equipment usage or other internal home/business processes. 

 

Figure 5-1 Power Usage to Personal Activity Mapping 
30

 

Smart meter data raises potential surveillance possibilities posing physical, financial, and 

reputational risks. Because smart meters collect energy usage data at much shorter time intervals 

than in the past (in 15-minute or sub-15-minute intervals rather than once a month), the 

information they collect can reveal much more detailed information about the activities within a 

dwelling or other premises than was available in the past. This is because smart meter data 

provides information about the usage patterns for individual appliances—which in turn can 

                                                 
28 The Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), http://epic.org/privacy/reidentification/, provides news and 

resources on this topic. 

29 For one such study, see the technical paper, “Trail Re-identification: Learning Who You are From Where You 

Have Been,” by Bradley Malin, Latanya Sweeney and Elaine Newton, abstract available at 

http://privacy.cs.cmu.edu/people/sweeney/trails1.html. 

30 Elias Leake Quinn, Smart Metering & Privacy: Existing Law and Competing Policies, Spring 2009, at page 3. 

Available at http://www.dora.state.co.us/puc/DocketsDecisions/DocketFilings/09I-593EG/09I-

593EG_Spring2009Report-Smart GridPrivacy.pdf. A hob heater is a top of stove cooking surface. 
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NISTIR 7628 Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security v1.0 – Aug 2010 

 

Figure 5-2 NIST Conceptual Model 
37

 

The proliferation of smart appliances, utility devices, and devices from other entities throughout 

the Smart Grid, on both sides of the meter, means an increase in the number of devices that may 

generate data. The privacy risks presented by these smart appliances and devices on the 

consumer side of the meter are expanded when these appliances and devices transmit data 

outside of the home area network (HAN) or energy management system (EMS) and do not have 

documented security requirements, effectively extending the perimeter of the system beyond the 

walls of the premises. 

Data may also be collected from plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs). Charging data may be used to 

track the travel times and locations for the PEV owners.  

5.4 CONSUMER-TO-UTILITY PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

A PIA is a comprehensive process for determining the privacy, confidentiality, and security risks 

associated with the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information. PIAs also define the 

measures that may be used to mitigate and, wherever possible, eliminate the identified risks. The 

Smart Grid PIA activity provides a structured, repeatable type of analysis aimed at determining 

how collected data can reveal personal information about individuals or groups of individuals, 

and the focus of the PIA can be on a segment within the grid or the grid as a whole. Privacy risks 

                                                 
37 NIST Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards, Release 1.0. Available at 

http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/releases/upload/smartgrid_interoperability_final.pdf. 
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5.2.1  Non-Grid Commercial Uses of Data 
“Personal energy consumption data storage may reveal lifestyle information that could be of value to 

many entities, including vendors of a wide range of products and services.  Vendors may purchase 

attribute lists for targeted sales and marketing campaigns that may not be welcomed by those 

targets.”

“Universities might purchase information to study student attributes and target a new student profile 

with simple application question profiling. Such profiling could extend to other types of profiling on 

employment selection, rental applications, and other situations that may not be welcomed by those 

targets.”

“Under the existing metering and billing systems, meter data is not sufficiently granular in most cases 

to reveal any detail about activities. However, smart meters, time of use and demand rates, and direct 

load control of equipment may create detailed data that could be sold and used for energy 

management analyses and peer comparisons."  

# -  NIST IR 7628, vol 2, pg 28, (2010)

5.2.2  Malicious uses of data
“Unauthorized third parties will likely also be interested in misusing Smart Grid data for many reasons 

from theft of physical property, identity theft schemes, or surveillance of residences or 

businesses.”

# - NIST IR 7628, vol 2, pg 36, (2010)

“The concern exists that the prevalence of granular energy data could lead to actions on the part of 

law enforcement – possibly unlawful in themselves – and lead to an invasion of privacy, such as 

remote surveillance or inference of individual behavior within dwellings, that could be potentially 

harmful to the dwelling’s residents.”

# - NIST IR 7628 vol 2, pg 11, (2010)

Increasing public awareness of the serious nature of the various threats and issues, and the 

subsequent outcry from a range of sources, has resulted in the withdrawal and redrafting of proposed 

Smart Grid legislation in the Netherlands.  The current proposal will allow each Netherlands 

consumer to decide if they wish to be connected to a Smart Grid or not.  See section 6.2 

Introduction to the Dutch privacy and security framework of EC TF for Smart Grids – EG2 – 

Regulatory recommendations for data safety (Dec 2010). 
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6. Selected EC key findings and recommendations for 

the Smart Grid
The EC Task Force for Smart Grids has taken a very high-level, broad-brush approach to specifying 

security recommendations at this stage (2010).  We display a sub-set of those recommendations 

below:

2. European standardisation organisations (ESO) should mandate that Smart Grid 

products and solutions are designed from the beginning with appropriate data privacy 

and security at their core.

3. Regarding security:

• ESOs should be tasked with updating, extending or developing new standards 

covering the security aspects of Smart Grid interfaces based on European 

requirements.

5. With regard to data privacy

• Distinguish between personal and non personal data;

• To ensure data safety and security within an intelligent network a clear division of 

roles and responsibilities regarding ownership, possession and access to data, read 

and change rights, etc. has to be defined.

- Further work needs to be done around consent models – how consumers are 

able to control the use of their own data

- Further work will be needed on potential monitoring and enforcement 

mechanisms around data protection and privacy rules.

"

" - EC TF for Smart Grids – EG2 – Regulatory recommendations for data safety, pg 5 (Dec 2010)

With regards to the actual detail of Smart Grid security requirements, the same EC Report references 

the comprehensive NIST publication “Guidelines for Smart Grid Security” NIST IR 7628 - 597 pages 

September 2010, and makes the following Key Finding at page 20:

“Key findings for Smart Grid:

• U.S. has made considerable strides in addressing the security aspects of Smart 

Grids.  For European implementation, this should be combined with an enhanced 

treatment for Privacy of personal data…” 

In the following sections of this paper we summarise the NIST requirements and the important hard 

problems that TruSIP addresses.   
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7. NIST security guidelines for the Smart Grid
“[Ed: The] three-volume report, Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security (NIST IR 7628) presents an 

analytical framework that organizations can use to develop effective cyber security strategies tailored 

to their particular combinations of Smart Grid-related characteristics, risks, and vulnerabilities.  

Organizations in the diverse community of Smart Grid stakeholders—from utilities to providers of 

energy management services to manufacturers of electric vehicles and charging stations—can use 

the methods and supporting information presented in this report as guidance for assessing risk and 

identifying and applying appropriate security requirements.” 

The table below provides a snapshot of the 197 requirements over 19 categories recommended by 

NIST for Smart Grids.  These requirements and controls draw heavily from NIST SP 800-53 Revision 3  

titled “Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations” (2008), 

and in some cases they adapt or introduce new control mechanisms as required. 

Category Description Controls

SG.AC Access Control 21

SG.AT Awareness and Training 7

SG.AU Audit and Accountability 16

SG.CA Security Assessment and Authorization 6

SG.CM Configuration Management 11

SG.CP Continuity of Operations 11

SG.IA Identification and Authentication 6

SG.ID Information and Document Management 5

SG.IR Incident Response 11

SG.MA Smart Grid Information System Development and Maintenance 7

SG.MP Media Protection 6

SG.PE Physical and Environmental Security 12

SG.PL Planning 5

SG.PM Security Program Management 8

SG.PS Personnel Security 9

SG.RA Risk Management and Assessment 6

SG.SA Smart Grid Information System and Services Acquisition 11

SG.SC Smart Grid Information System and Communication Protection 30

SG.SI Smart Grid Information System and Information Integrity 9

Total Controls 197

Many of the above requirements and security controls are routine in the day-to-day operations of 

information technology systems.  For example, the use of passwords, keeping audit logs, or the use 

of message authentication.  

However, some of the recommended/required controls are difficult to achieve using COTS 

technologies.  

In this paper we will identify some of those more demanding controls and outline how Synaptic 

Laboratories’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) will address them. 
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8. Selected NIST Requirements and TruSIP
In this section we will list some of the harder or less-common requirements of the 197 controls listed 

by NIST, and indicate briefly how TruSIP will directly, or can help developers to, address them. 

 

# Description Controls

SG.CP-9 Alternate Control Center — The 

organization identifies an alternate 

control center, necessary 

telecommunications, and initiates any 

necessary agreements to permit the 

resumption of Smart Grid information 

system operations for critical functions 

within an organization-prescribed time 

period when the primary control 

center is unavailable. 

The TruSIP design will permit real-time 

synchronization of computing resources at 

both the primary and alternate control centre.  

If the Primary Control Center goes down, the 

Alternate Control Center will seamlessly 

continue operations. This is achieved 

automatically at the platform level without 

developer support. 

SG.CP-10 Smart Grid Information System 

Recovery and Reconstitution — 

The organization provides the 

capability to recover and reconstitute 

the Smart Grid information system to 

a known secure state after a 

disruption, compromise, or failure. 

The TruSIP is designed to continue seamless 

operation in the case of component failures, 

including due to virus or many other types of 

insider or outsider attack.  This is achieved 

automatically at the platform level without 

developer support.

Systems not hosted on TruSIP clouds will 

need to take their own respective recovery 

and reconstitution operations.

SG.SC-3 Security Function Isolation — The 

Smart Grid information system 

isolates security functions from 

nonsecurity functions. 

The TruSIP is designed to prevent information 

leakage, including against attacks that have 

completely compromised any one software or 

hardware module in the design.  Our design 

permits extremely high levels of security 

function isolation, while simultaneously 

permitting the reuse of the same high-available 

hardware resources for different security levels.  

This is achieved automatically at the platform 

level without developer support. 

SG.SC-7 Boundary Protection —The 

organization prevents the 

unauthorized release of information 

outside the Smart Grid information 

system boundary or any unauthorized 

communication through the Smart 

Grid information system boundary 

when an operational failure occurs 

of the boundary protection 

mechanisms; 

The TruSIP is designed to comprehensively 

prevent information leakage outside of the 

compute clusters, before the output reaches 

traditional boundary protection mechanisms. 

TruSIP will achieve this property against 

privileged managerial or technical smart grid 

staff, and hw/sw vendors.  This is achieved 

automatically at the platform level without 

developer support. 
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# Description Controls

SG.SC-22 Fail in Known State — The Smart 

Grid information system fails to a 

known state for defined failures.

The droplets (software) run on the TruSIP will 

natively support distributed transaction 

management techniques.  If the software fails 

to complete, the transaction aborts and roll’s 

back to the previous state (e.g. roll back 

partially updated configuration settings to a 

consistent state). The developer must write 

their software to a) support the transaction 

capabilities offered by the platform, and b) to 

manage application-level failures that are 

outside of the scope of the cloud platform’s 

authority. 

The TruSIP design will mask many component 

failures of the platform, permitting operations 

to complete in a timely way. This is achieved 

automatically at the platform level without 

developer support. 

SG.SC-25 Operating System-Independent 

Applications - The Smart Grid 

information system includes 

organization-defined applications that 

are independent of the operating 

system. 

TruSIP explicitly exploits COTS hardware and 

operating system diversity to automatically and 

transparently increase the availability of all 

hosted functions in the cloud while that cloud 

is under an attack exploiting vulnerabilities in a 

given component used by that deployment. 

This can be achieved automatically at the 

platform level. The developer may need to 

ensure their program is compiled for multiple 

computing architectures depending on the 

deployment context. 

SG.SC-27 Heterogeneity – The organization 

employs diverse technologies in the 

implementation of the Smart Grid 

information system.

TruSIP explicitly exploits COTS hardware and 

operating system diversity within a cloud 

deployment.  

SG.SC-30 Smart Grid Information System 

Partitioning — The organization 

partitions the Smart Grid information 

system into components residing in 

separate physical or logical domains 

(or environments). 

TruSIP will support v. fine grain information 

system partitioning, and the ability to re-

configure which components reside at what 

physical domain / environment.  This is 

achieved automatically at the platform level 

without developer support. 
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# Description Controls

SG.SI-2 Flaw Remediation —Tests software 

updates related to flaw remediation for 

effectiveness and potential side effects 

on organizational Smart Grid 

information systems before 

installation; and 

TruSIP will support the ability to assign any 

cluster for production or test use.  This permits  

testing of software updates to be applied on 

“production” hardware in an isolated and 

control manner. The ability to then reassign 

modules back into full production use 

increases the systems total availability / 

survivability. [ cost effective ]  This is achieved 

automatically at the platform level without 

developer support. 

SG.SI-3 Malicious Code and Spam 

Protection - Implements malicious 

code protection mechanisms

TruSIP will have, 100% guaranteed, zero-day 

protection against all forms of malicious logic, 

found in either software or hardware, exploited 

in any one component.  Protection against N 

simultaneous compromises by one actor, 

where N is small, are possible with a 

corresponding increase of design complexity.  

This is achieved automatically at the platform 

level without developer support. 

SG.SI-4 Smart Grid Information System 

Monitoring Tools and Techniques 

—The organization monitors events 

on the Smart Grid information system 

to detect attacks, unauthorized 

activities or conditions, and non-

malicious errors. 

TruSIP will perform extensive internal cross-

checking of modules at the cloud platform 

level.  This is achieved automatically at the 

platform level without developer support.

Applications hosted on a cloud will be notified 

on the availability / non-availability of Input/

Output services.  Developers can choose to 

make decisions based on reliable status 

information provided to the component. 

SG.SI-7 Software and Information Integrity 

— The Smart Grid information system 

monitors and detects unauthorized 

changes to software and information.

TruSIP will support always-on integrity 

checking of software executable and droplet 

state.  This is achieved automatically at the 

platform level with little or no developer 

support. 
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9. Differentiating TruSIP from other major Cloud and 

Smart Grid security initiatives

9.1  TruSIP has no known competitor
TruSIP is an innovative computing platform that is designed to operate in industrial control system 

(ICS) contexts, such as smart meters and SCADA, as well as in IT systems contexts, such as private 

and public clouds.  We are unaware of an equivalent computing platform initiative originating out of 

either IT or ICS contexts that has the same breadth of scope, utility, or security. 

In section 9.2 we will look at the U.S. TCIPG project which proposes a new design to enhance the 

security of smart sensors.  We show how certain assumptions regarding who can be trusted, and 

who in reality is an adversary, can undermine the increased security assurances.  Unlike TCIPG, which 

offers an incremental improvement in security, Synaptic Labs’ TruSIP achieves stronger assurances 

against equivalent attacks and comprehensively addresses both outsider and insider attacks. 

In section 9.3 we will look at the E.U. TClouds project, which proposes a new public cloud 

architecture with enhanced privacy and availability controls.  TClouds claims to offer improved 

availability against intruders (insider or outsider), and improved policy-based access control 

mechanisms to improve privacy in public and hybrid cloud environments.  TClouds does NOT claim to 

prevent the cloud provider from learning the value of confidential client information, nor does it claim 

to prevent information leakage due to an intruder; these being the most critical issues identified by 

ENISA (and the industry at large) that prevents the uptake of public cloud computing.  Unlike TClouds,  

Synaptic Labs’ TruSIP solves these two hard problems in the one design.  Furthermore, unlike 

TClouds, TruSIP can also be embedded into commodity products without using public clouds.

In short, the universal TruSIP proposal addresses some of the most important problems facing the IT 

and ICS community, and it has no known competitor. 

9.2  Comparing TruSIP and the US TCIPG smart grid project
Researchers from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Dartmouth College, Cornell 

University, the University of California at Davis, and Washington State University are collaborating with 

industry on the second phase of a project called: “Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for the Power 

Grid” (TCIPG) 41.  Phase 1 (2005 -2010) was funded at USD 7.5 million and Phase 2 at USD 18.8 

million (2010 - 2015). 

TCIPG is sponsored by the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the US National Science 

Foundation and the US Department of Energy. 

The stated objective of TCIPG is to drive the design of an adaptive, resilient, and trustworthy cyber 

infrastructure for transmission & distribution of electric power, including new resilient “smart” power 

grid.  They seek to provide the fundamental science and technology to create an intelligent, adaptive 

power grid which:

• survives malicious adversaries;

• provides continuous delivery of power; and

• supports dynamically varying trust requirements.

In a presentation made by TCIPG at the DHS BAA Industry Day in 2010 they advertised the following 

technical accomplishments with regard to trustworthy devices:
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• Developed HW mechanisms to enable trustworthy sharing of and computation on private data

- Created tiny trusted third parties: T3Ps 42

• Built Integrated HW/SW framework to support reliability and security services 

- Reconfigurable operating system-level kernel module to support OS/application aware 

security and reliability services; 43

- Reconfigurable processor-level hardware framework to support security and reliability –

Reliability & Security Engine; 44 and

- Remote Attestation to detect tampering 45.

Based on our reading, the TCIPG is focused on the creation of “Trustworthy Devices” for use in smart 

meters, methods for “Trustworthy Aggregation for Collection and Control (TACC)” 46, and other 

techniques that provide for improved network communications in smart grid environments. 

With regard to trustworthy devices, that being the subject of this paper, TCIPG and Synaptic Labs’ 

TruSIP are working from fundamentally different assumptions, resulting in qualitatively different levels 

of assurance.  

TCIPG offers imperfect security and availability (such as only catching 75% of errors that propagate 

and cause crashes) and assumes we can trust the hardware and operating systems.  Consequently it 

can completely fail against broad classes of insider attacks at the software and hardware level.  

In contrast Synaptic Lab’s TruSIP offers far greater security and availability (catching 100% of the 

above class of errors) and remains secure even against insider attacks at both the software and 

hardware level (where TCIPG fails catastrophically).  Critically the TruSIP design explicitly recognizes 

and is designed on the assumption that none of the components of a deployed system can be 

trusted, making it the only know cloud and Smart Grid proposal that satisfies calls to protect against 

these classes of attacks while also guaranteeing confidentiality.  

We conclude this comparison with TCIPG by repeating that TruSIP has been specifically designed to 

satisfy the call by Debora Plunkett’s (Director of the Information Assurance Directorate at the US 

National Security Agency) in her December 2010 guiding quote for next generation solutions: 

“There's no such thing as `secure' any more.” ... “We have to build our systems on the 

assumption that adversaries will get in.” …  “We have to, again, assume that all the 

components of our system are not safe, and make sure we're adjusting accordingly.” 
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9.3  Comparing TruSIP and the EU TClouds project with Smart 
Grid prototype
Researchers from: 

• IBM Research # # # # # # # # (Switzerland)

• Technikon Forschungs und Planungsgesellschaft # # # (Austria)

• Philips Electronics Nederland # # # # # # (Netherlands)

• SIRRIX Aktiengesellschaft # # # # # # (Germany)

• Fundacao da Faculdade de Ciencias da Universidade de Lisboa # (Portugal)

• Unabhaengiges Landeszentrum fuer Datenschutz # # # (Germany)

• The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University of Oxford # (UK)

• Politecnico di Torino # # # # # # # (Italy)

• Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nuernberg " " " (Germany)

• Fondazione Centro San Raffaele Del Monte Tabor # # # (Italy)

• Electricidade de Portugal # # # # # # (Portugal)

• UNU MERIT (University of Maastricht) # # # # # (Netherlands)

• EFACEC Engenharia SA # # # # # # (Portugal) 

• Technische Universität Darmstadt " " " " " (Germany) 

are collaborating on the first phase of a project called: “Trustworthy Clouds – Privacy and Resilience 

for Internet-scale Critical Infrastructure” (TClouds) 47.  

Phase 1 (2010 -2013) has a project cost of $ 10,536,129.00 and was funded $ 7,500,000.00 through 

the EU FP7. 

The stated mission of TClouds is to: 

a) develop an advanced cloud infrastructure that can deliver computing and storage that achieves 

a new level of security, privacy, and resilience yet is cost-efficient, simple, and scalable; and

b) change the perceptions of cloud computing by demonstrating the prototype infrastructure in 

socially significant application areas: energy and healthcare.

TClouds seeks to employ a federation of trustworthy infrastructure clouds that build on 

complementary and mutually re-enforcing technical approaches: 

f) A Trustworthy Infrastructure Cloud enables individual providers to offer more resilient and 

privacy-aware infrastructure clouds. 

g) Privacy and Resilience for Commodity Clouds enables end users to put a security layer on top 

of existing commodity infrastructure clouds to enforce their security objectives. 

h) Federated Cloud-of-cloud Middleware offers privacy-protection and resilience beyond any 

individual cloud. This expands trust from trusted (enterprise-internal) clouds to less trusted (off-

shored) ones or federates a set of partially trusted providers into a trustworthy and adaptive 

federation. 
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To achieve the security, resiliency and scalability needed when outsourcing critical IT-systems to a 

cloud, scientists will build an advanced "Cloud of Clouds" framework for the project.  As the name 

implies, this framework will provide multiple back-ups of the TClouds data and applications 

in case of a hardware failure or intrusion.

Newly designed security mechanisms will also be developed to remotely verify the security and 

resiliency of the cloud infrastructure, guaranteeing the integrity of a hardened cloud computing 

platform to users of cloud services.

TClouds will also look into developing better privacy-protecting protocols for transferring information 

securely in between, for example, two companies that both offer cloud services. It will also look into 

developing security standards and building open APIs (application programming interfaces) and 

secure cloud management components.

The following cryptographers are involved in the TClouds Project:

• IBM scientist Dr. Matthias Schunter 48 is the technical leader for the TClouds project.  Dr. 

Schunter has publications in the area of enforcing privacy throughout an enterprise using 

access control policies 49. 

• IBM cryptographer Dr. Christian Cachin 50 is part of the TClouds project.  Dr Cachin has 

publications in the area of verifying cloud storage (proof that data is stored by cloud provider), 

Byzantine fault-tolerant computing (multiple copies of an application that are designed to 

protect against hardware failure or intrusion), and key management. 

• Dr. Andrew Martin 51, a cryptographer at the University of Oxford is part of the TClouds project. 

Dr Martin is the lead for the Trusted Computing and Trusted Infrastructure Research group 52 at 

Oxford.  He studies the grid computing paradigm, the security questions that raises, and how 

the technologies of trusted computing (based around a Trusted Platform Module) can help to 

address the challenges in that area. Publications in this area include: remote attestation, trusted 

virtualisation (through attestation), trusted grid architecture (whitelisting) trusted network 

connect, trusted compilation, trusted logging in distributed systems. 

• Dr. Milan Petkovi% 53, a cryptographer at Philips Research Laboratories and faculty member of 

Mathematics and Computer Science at Eindhoven University of Technology, is part of the 

TClouds group. He has publications in the area of digital rights management, role based access 

control, policy control, privacy-preserving recommendation systems for consumer healthcare 

services, and content based video retrieval systems. 

• Mina Deng 54, a PhD researcher at the COSIC group and a cryptographer at Philips Research 

Laboratories, is part of the TClouds group.  Deng has publications in Privacy Preserving 

Content Protection (protecting digital content while also protecting the privacy of the consumer 

of that content), A privacy threat analysis framework: supporting the elicitation and fulfilment of 
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privacy requirements55, anonymous watermarking, Privacy Enhancing Sharing of Distributed E-

Health Information (mediating service to map and convert context-specific identifiers or 

information, data anonymization - pseudo-identifiers).

• Dr. Bart van Rijnsoever, Department Head Information and System Security, Philips Research, is 

part of the TClouds project.  His main research interests include protection of entertainment 

content, protection of medical data, watermarking of media content, biometrics, and security of 

ICs and consumer devices.

• Dr. Norbert Schirmer 56, is a researcher at the DFKI (German Research Centre for Artificial 

Intelligence) and working at Sirrix AG security technologies, and is part of the TClouds project. 

Dr Schirmer is a formal methods expert. 

• Dr. Antonio Lioy 57, a Full Professor of Computer Engineering at Department of Computer and 

Control Engineering of the Politecnico di Torino, is part of the TClouds project. He is involved in 

the definition of an architecture and tools to create trusted cloud computing environments. He 

was involved in the ENSIA deliverable: “Security and Resilience in Governmental Clouds”. He is 

published in Trusted Computing, policy management, and pseudonyms. 

The TClouds project has not openly published a technical document (that we know of) describing the 

architecture of their cloud platform, or the two sub-projects (smart grid and medical).  However, it is 

possible to make some informed observations based on the publications of the above named 

participants in combination with the statements made by the project. 

One of the technical objectives is to create a “A Trustworthy Infrastructure Cloud enables individual 

providers to offer more resilient and privacy-aware infrastructure clouds.”  We note they do not go as 

far as to say that their objective is for individual providers to be able to offer privacy preserving cloud 

services.  Their next technical objective is to achieve “Privacy and Resilience for Commodity Clouds” 

by enabling “end users to put a security layer on top of existing commodity infrastructure clouds to 

enforce their security objectives.”  This security layer, or “framework will provide multiple back-ups of 

the TClouds data and applications in case of a hardware failure or intrusion”.

IBM cryptographer Dr. Christian Cachin has extensive experience in byzantine fault resistant 

architectures.  Byzantine fault resistance architecture, as published in the open literature, can achieve 

integrity and availability even in the face of intrusion, but cannot simultaneously ensure confidentiality 

after intrusion.  Cryptographers, such as Dr. Matthias Schunter, Dr. Milan Petkovi%, Mina Deng, Dr. 

Bart van Rijnsoever all have extensive experience in security policies which permit a computer to 

decide when to release information and can be used to “enhance privacy”.  However security policies 

on their own, as published in the open literature, cannot ensure confidentiality of the data against the 

server responsible for managing that data. Publications such as “Privacy Enhancing Sharing of 

Distributed E-Health Information” by Mina Deng use a variety of techniques to reduce the total amount 

of information exposed to any system through levels of indirection and context-specific identifiers; e.g. 

using pseudonyms that do not directly identify the name of the account holder. 

The TClouds project objectives do not appear to include the ability to be able to ensure the 

confidentiality of sensitive information supplied to a cloud provider against that provider’s privileged 

managerial or technical staff.  The security barrier to the take up of public cloud services, namely the 

issue of confidentiality in public clouds, is not fundamentally addressed.  This problem is clearest 
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when we consider the redundant execution of an application over 3 cloud providers to provide 

resistance against 1 arbitrary (byzantine58) fault.  In this case, all sensitive data, no matter where it is 

stored, must be gathered into each of those 3 cloud provider for processing.  In this case, that 

sensitive information can be exposed by ANY of those 3 providers.  Privacy risks are actually 

increased by 3x when compared to just processing the data in one cloud in the usual way.

In contrast Synaptic Lab’s TruSIP is designed to provide the same level of arbitrary (byzantine) fault 

resistance in such a way that ensures that none of the cloud provider’s privileged managerial or 

technical staff can break the confidentiality of the solution.  Furthermore, we offer protection against 

the software vendors and hardware vendors who created the software and hardware used in that 

cloud and that otherwise must be implicitly trusted.  

We conclude this comparison with TCloud by repeating that TruSIP has been specifically designed to 

satisfy the call of Debora Plunkett’s (Director of the Information Assurance Directorate at the US 

National Security Agency) in her December 2010 guiding quote for next generation solutions: 

“There's no such thing as `secure' any more.” ... “We have to build our systems on the 

assumption that adversaries will get in.” …  “We have to, again, assume that all the 

components of our system are not safe, and make sure we're adjusting accordingly.”

Only Synaptic Labs’ Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform (TruSIP) 

addresses the critical hard open problem, as identified by ENISA, NIST and CSA, of 

efficiently ensuring client confidentiality in the cloud, and consequently in cloud 

deployments in domains such as Smart Grids.

END.
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